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Miyamoto musashi dokkodo pdf

Miyamoto Musashi is the greatest swordsman who has ever lived; unbeaten in 61 one-on-one duels. The total killing number of Musashi is much higher - he fought in Clan War too. Musashi killed his first man when he was 13 years old. Around the same time most modern children get their first smartphone. The Mossashi specialty fought with two swords. The Musashi was a
renine. A renin is a samurai without a master. Many believe that a renein is an honorable figure. Businesses and writers who don't understand Japan's history make this mistake. His business name is Spartan, like a child attaching a cape to his back, jumping from a living room bench pretending to be Superman. theres no crazy ronin . There is no Dili Spartan Obstacle Racer as
Spartan as a fat person posing in a brave magazine. Spartans are the killers of the accountant's runner race. Understand the difference. Reanin was not celebrated. The warriors were ashamed that their master exiled them, or their master died, and the samurai, now Reanin, refused to follow their master in the after-death life. The Musashi was a wandering renine. Musashi
traveled throughout Japan by dueling opponents. It was his life, well, the majority of it. Musashi's life contained large amounts of suffering, struggle and struggle. Beyond the duel, Musashi fought in battles between rival samurai tribes. It is curious why Musashi fought in these wars - his nature is independent. He may not have commented on the case. In the final days of Musashi,
Dokudu created a lonely path. Dokodo contains 21 defaults for life. A ruling is a law, or a rule. Throughout this article: The verdict, rule and principle are used to describe docodo musashi. Musashi wrote Dokdo a week before his death. Dokudu's other translations include Walking Alone, a Monsashi walk alone, died in his 50s or 60s. Dokodo was his last job, which ended almost
five days before Musashi's death. Even though technology changed the world in which Musashi lived in its laws, it still applies. The world changes, but people don't. Read the following rules and consider them carefully. Analyzing each rule will help you understand how the Philosophy of Musashi applies to walking alone in your path. The following links will jump to different parts of
the article. 21 Mussashi's Preview for The Life of Musashi 1 | Accept Everything Just The Way It's The Original Musashi 1 | Accepting everything is just the way it is. You can't stop change. The change cannot be stopped. Like, how, you can never stop the river. Water will continue to travel until time falls from the world like Earth crumbles, falls, to the infinite wide beneath us that is
space. But change is beautiful. Be Like Water | Like your empty change Be shapeless and shapeless - like water. Now you put the water in a cup, it becomes a cup; you put the water in a bottle to turn it into a bottle; You put it in the teapot it turns into a teapot. Now the water can flow or it can fall. Be water, my friend. Bruce Lee doesn't change. Real constant change in the world.
You are changing now – getting older is not younger. If you read the best samurai books, you get smarter. Become a better human being. real self healing . Walking down the track, like samurai: the path to continuous improvement. You can change for the worst if you do nothing; You're still changing while the world turns – while the river flows–you're left behind, stuck in your old
ways while a new operating system slowly mounts into culture. If you make the wrong choices you will change for the worst. David Goggins used to be a loser and then brought his life back. It is difficult to know if you are making the wrong choice if you have not stopped –meditation–and took a few moments to determine what constitutes a negative change; What actions will cause
you to change negatively. The things you do that don't help you walk further down the track. The answer is simple. If you are improving your loss playing video games it's not a good use of your time. But reading books is always a good use of time. Even if video games are, for now, incredibly popular and monetizable; video games are not a craft. Overwatch, PubG, and Call of Duty
are all popular games in 2018. For another three years they'll all be forgotten you can play Overwatch for twelve hours a day–dominate the game–then in two years a new game comes out and the world forgets about Overwatch. They forget your craft. The world, as we know it, will always require writers, doctors, automated technicians, computer programmers, designers and
creatives. But no one needs to fix the typewriter anymore. Change destroys vulnerable industries. Creative pursuits are indeshaustible. Ideas cannot be outsourced because ideas require passion–fuel–to grow the legs needed to walk through change. Understand the path of activities you choose to participate in. look to the future . Pay attention to where the river runs. You can't
change the flow of the river as it is. Most people cannot tolerate change. They make their lives hard by swimming against streams rather than swimming with flow. If you swim with your current life as the world accelerates and pushes you forward, passing those who continue to struggle with change; the depressed and miserable who, to the good old day, don't understand: good
days in the future. not in the past . Crypto-Currency is a river. If you bought Bitcoin when it first emerged–a few hundred coins–today you'd like more money You know what to do and probably, now retire with a movie theater in your house and a pool table in your basement. If you don't start with Crypto: try coinbase. You will receive $10 free Bitcoin. Musashi Accepts the World |
The world belonged to him. Like Bruce Lee, The Musashi was water; The enemies of The Musashi were drawn by their breaths to believe that their excellent positions were permanent. were not gonna get anything . Musashi did everything he needed to do to win. Musashi never did what he wanted; The Musashi never stood still like a rock trying to block the flow of water. He
knew refusing to change would not prevent change but instead left him behind while others thrived on skill. Musashi trained in his craft every day. War. He was better than all the other warriors because others found what he worked for and stayed there forever. Musashi found solutions that worked for him, then searched for more answers. He always sought to improve his craft.
Musashi did not fight change. He knew change was a constant and that change had to be accepted to have a chance to fight in happiness or greatness in the world. Accept everything as it is. You can't win if you're playing a game that's not real. Let the truth bring you to a better and more fulfilling life, lies can only hurt, the use of fear lies as a swaddling security blanket to hold and
code the pain that imposes the truth through stress. Stress is a signal. Fear is also a signal. follow them . Accept everything as it is and use what it has now. Dr. Musashi 1 | Accepting everything is just the way it is. Musashi 2 | Pleasure to Make Your Own Looking For Mussi 2 | Don't look for pleasure for your own sake. Pleasure is a trap. The pleasure of the unicorn is white, the
rainbow farting as it limits playfully like it hooves made from fountains through luscious green meadows, looking back, running forward, begging you to chase it. You do. Unicorn gold brick says. When you approach the animal, you take them greedy as you are, you... Get in. you want more gold . once is not enough . You feel the tightness of overtaking your hand, like a vice getting
crushed watermelon until it comes. - You open your eyes. Traps are never enjoyed enough. Pleasure, like drugs, is addictive. No, let's say pleasure is a drug instead. Enjoy smoking weed with your friend every weekend for sixteen years. Highlights a weekend of laughter you're sharing while stumbling to local 7/11, spending $13.42 on enough snacks for a week, eaten on a night
out, playing X with up to the sun remembered You're a loser. Usually, pleasure is in command. Discipline is hard. The discipline is a small white spot in black Yang that represents peace in the place of chaos. Discipline doesn't feel good at the moment. that moment is not like pleasure . No common man wins gold at the Olympics. its hard . It actually requires waking up before
noon, working, not playing video games, and dedication that removes excuses and needs to break. Shouldn't life feel good? It does, and yes, it should. But pleasure is not the answer to a fulfilled life. The joy of a life is empty. A delightful life living with regret, and panic before death, because life already existed, rather than hope &amp; dreams. or destiny . An elderly man who
spent his life staring at the hospital's white wall from his bed was in a pan, crying inside and going out. He boozed with gentlemen, grew up a few kids, married his high school sweetheart, and always showed up in time for a good pat on the back of the boss and rising to work every two years. he never did anything for himself . That man's dream is when he does it, the thing about
dreams, and one reason why they're not done, is that people believe that their dreams, they are. theyre not . Our dreams do not belong to us. they belong to the world . Their dreams impact the lives of thousands - maybe millions. Humanity is social: we take better care of others than ourselves. If your dog needs to take a pill every day to improve her cancer, you will take the drug
down her throat until she is in good health. Doctors complain that their patients are not taking their pills. People kill themselves for their loved ones, it's a motivation to fulfill their dreams for someone else, rather than yourself. You can hate yourself all day, you tell yourself how you could eat that burger. You're a piece of. Perform for your wife, God, your girlfriend, your parents, a
mentor, or, someone you've ever met. but watson doesn t care . Try to aim your dreams to someone else. It may give you the motivation you need to start. When you start; Rely on discipline. The motivation for real professionality is fleeting and ineffective. Instead of pleasure – aim for satisfaction. Aim for satisfaction; what the musaashi wanted . For his students: for us.
Satisfaction and pleasure are completely different - ping satisfaction after a challenge is finished. Pleasure is purchased - satisfaction is earned. Satisfaction comes at different levels. Shooting six free throws in a row is a satisfaction; Burst a little bit of dopamine to encourage your continued game. Completing a 100-mile race over a twenty-four-hour window without free sleep
Dopamine is large enough to sink a small Asia-Pacific village. Great success provides great satisfaction. Realizing life through success. Default 2 | Don't look for pleasure for your own sake. Dr. Musashi 3 | Does, under any circumstances, depend on the partial feeling of The Musashi 3 | Under no circumstances does it depend on feeling minor. Emotions change like seasons. you
cant depend on your feelings for anything . Control them as much as you can. Your emotions want to protect you, but your brain is better at defending your emotions. better shield . your feelings are like a baby . However, the door is closed and behind it, two gigasaurous tons of Rex's death waits, ready to eat you the moment you close your eyes. The world is a different place than
the world of our ancient ancestors, similar to a Jurassic-Park forest. they need feelings . you dont need feelings to be a good person . Your actions, with or without emotion, determine who you are. Not what you say, but what you do. Emotions, like chapters, come and go. A farmer doesn't rely on a good season for his crops. He leans into discipline, beneath black, ripping off the
sky, inside the shivering skin, out of the sun up, to the moon up. The aggregation discipline is neither small nor a bit yes. Should I keep working? yes. Now I have to stop and take a break? no. The farmer cannot depend on the good weather in a cold place. The world is as cold as Pluto. Sometimes. Depending on your feelings catastrophic to grow your DJ wannabe that depends
on motivation rather than discipline, spend 2-4 hours a week teaching your art. You can't call him art, he calls himself a DJ, but he doesn't make music. Instead, he rests when he comes home from his day job, because he's too tired to sit in a chair and create art. Wildly disciplined and hungry spends 12 hours ever Saturday creating music. He calls from the record
company. Women flock to him because women love a passionate man. He never follows them in return, the hungry savage has a potential wife like a sexy criminal combination with six dozen shots, and spin, all for him. He wants to follow women. they are faster than you . Before each short work session, would like to watch a motivational video. hes not listening to the speech of
power . Usually one's not enough. After the third or fourth, an hour and a half in like watching a Lord of the Rings movie, he gets distracted for 45 minutes of creation while looking at the lives of better men on Instagram with embarrassing jealousy. why is my life not like this . im just not good enough . Emotions are terrible because unreliable emotions are variable emotions - they
change. You can't work today. youre sad . you cant concentrate because youre angry . You can't pay your bills because you're upset about playing football and you need a drink. (MANpon emotional) discipline is different. Discipline works like this: I'm sad. I will work today because my way is my life, my mews, my lover. I will forget my pain through my self-imposed suffering. im
angry . I work on my goals every day. im working today . I'm sad that my football team lost. im my hero . I don't carry other men's losses to the heart or compare myself to their glory. i work . Discipline is constant. It never stops, like the Earth orbiting the sun. If the earth was emotional, and it didn't have the motivation to move, everyone would be dead. like our lives without
discipline . were gonna die . Dr. Musashi 3 | Under no circumstances does it depend on feeling minor. Dr. Musashi 4 | Think slowly of yourself and deeply out of the Precept No.4 Moussa world | Think slowly about yourself and it's deeply pathetic from the world you think of yourself. Mind thinking is the mind of the breath - the breath is pathetic. Mind thinking you won't succeed.
Your mind-thinking creates scenarios of failure in moments of crucial change, like the final seconds of your high school football championship game, shouting, You're not good enough. Your mind is your best weapon and your worst enemy. Your thoughts become your reality. When you believe that your potential is limitless, you are right. When you believe you're the worst, most
depressed, unwanted piece of shit on earth. It's your choice - positive or negative thought. Horse Thum – Wild Horse; Like a tornado. thinking about yourself is self . Don't think of you - there you get through your career. Living in the moment, alone, is wrong. Life is a moment of pleasure. Live in the moment: Live in the moment for tomorrow to get better tomorrow. 1% improvement
every day. youre a better man than yesterday and more confident . Competent people are confident. You want to be qualified? Work on something interesting for a few hours a day. Reverse recovery of 1% is demolished by 1% – even more if your habits are bad enough, and in sufficient amounts. its your job as a warrior . 1% improvement every day. Make a better version of
yourself for tomorrow. You go through your career there your career is your way. What you dedicate your life to, the Musashi devoted his life to war - he lived a good life. He travelled away from his path, triumphing after victory, student after successful student, post-war war. Everything The Musashi learned was related to his path. he never got out of the way . The best books on
the farther Musashi you travel will be happier Your career is your way. Achievement makes human beings happy. People like to grow. To look at previous work, reflect on how terrible you used to be (you were never bad, there were levels). The further you travel, the happier you will be. Realizing yourself through success. the world is not a bad place . If you are caught in chaos,
trapped in your thoughts, get out as fast as you can - your mind is relentless. Most of the depressed are in their heads. get out of your head and enter the world . Stop thinking about yourself think of the world and cogs a lot of controlling your behavior; Your habits. Dr. Musashi 4 | Think slowly about yourself and deeply in the world. Dr. Musashi 5 | Be separated from your lifetime
long default desire 5 | Be separate from your whole-life dream. Desire is a feeling of wanting something that needs to work, without having the desire for it. Like a call center employee, without discipline, and a poster of a fugitive hanging on the tile-painted roof of his faceless chamber wall. he wants to drive . hes not trying . A strange car rewards thousands of 13 hours of work a
day while friends send drinking photos at the same bar their fathers frequent daily, after work. People who drive Ferrari don't look at motivational pages - they do. The winners don't look at photos of girls on Instagram. Or. Desire is a toxic form of ambition. The weak man has demands. He wants all the rewards with none of the work he doesn't understand: work is the best part of
the process. the party doesnt make any sense . Andre follows the improvement. He will recoer the rewards later. Beautiful women, increased self-esteem, more status, more money. The suffering you endure will produce the rewards you deserve. How much suffering you wish to endure often determines how much success you receive. The opposite of desire is the ambition of
stopping wanting – anything. Feed your ambition. Create more. You have everything you need. Chasing mill chasing a pair of red keys to your Lamborghini while running on a treadmill at 13x. youre not getting any closer . Add value to the world adding value to the world rather than consumption and consumption. Be ambitious. Within each of us, even you, is a kind of greatness
begging to manifest in the world, delivered through your fingertips. Greatness begs to be free. do you feel it . The more value you create, the better your rewards are. Desire is entitlement you can't get what you want. You will kill what you do - what you earn for yourself. Most of the world embraces pleasure. Brave embraces suffering; brave people carry the burden of pain for the
weak. Brave, What they want to get; the real challenge – while earning luxury profits; What weak people crave more than breath in their lungs is the Andreis relying on, to suffering. Anderin understands the suffering of front loading today, bringing peace tomorrow. Front loading your suffering, refusing the desires, tomorrow will make for the world better, and your legacy. Things
don't make us happy. Why do you want to remember? Default 5 | Be separate from your whole-life dream. Dr. Musashi 6 | Don't regret what Musashi Prespeth 6 did. | Don't regret what you've done, if someone's depressed, they live in the past. This person is covered in a thick layer of regret. Or living in nostalgia, craving good old days when responsibilities were low and the
watergoes were many. Nostalgic never leave your town, and hanging out with the same people they combine wardrobes with in high school everything you did yesterday makes you stronger today has suffered your past. The future is for you to determine. Almost everyone will have an embarrassing, or regretful past with you. Depression is a regret that was never addressed. A few
wrecks, bmw driving, xanax appearances like sunflower seeds in a minor league baseball game, never amount to anything in life - they don't know how to suffer. Depressed people never let go of suffering. They never abandon the past, strong suffering. Later they absorb the lesson, reflecting on their suffering to make men better. These men never embarrass themselves,
confident men make mistakes and then thank their idols for another chance, tomorrow. Depressed people have negative talk. Speaking yourself is a conversation you have with yourself when there's no one else around. Self-talk is a reaction after failure - I will do better next time - or - I have a useless failure. Depressed people regret everything they've done, their negative talk
reflects that; depressed people never forget their mistakes. Instead of forgiveness, then, trying hard to get what they want, depressingly assuming they don't deserve what they want. They usually give up after a test or after the first minor defeat on their way. Depressed can't bear the failure of confident men understanding failure is a tool. Failure is the best way to learn. Failure is
motivating. Samurai are hungrier than ever after defeat. Confident men treat themselves like someone they're supposed to care about, like a child, or a close friend. Become your best friend to think about how you have spoken to yourself in the past. Shouldn't you have let those bullies kick you in the mud, remember the greatest girl on earth two summers ago when your boss
asked you to work on your honeymoon and you agreed? What the hell is wrong with you? Sometimes stand up for yourself. Call your best friend broke down - what gives you the right to talk to yourself like that? Forgive yourself from your past people but they don't have to. You will not be free to become your best until you are forgiven; By you. Your past is a solid foundation of
mistakes; love yourself . dont ruin yourself . Think about yourself again as a child. Children, like adults, learn everything through failure, and try. If a baby had lost work after the first 100 falls learning to walk, no one would stand today. Most of us barely get to 20 defeats, guys haven't learned to hate themselves yet. forgive yourself . Musashi Precept 6. | Don't regret what you did,

Dr. Musashi 7 | Never Be Jealous Musashi Precept 7 | never be jealous . After a certain age, you can't compare yourself to others. You're too different - you experience too. The landscape is different for everyone when you leave the nest. Different families produce different children. You compare yourself to your peers in class. you have to . youre not human yet . However,
different households produce different children. Most people, still carry the belief that they need to compare themselves with their peers as adults. leave him alone . dont envy the new neighbors car behind him . They took out a personal loan for the Range Rover because their credit is dead - dead like Bowie, and interest costs of 21% each year. On average people who buy luxury
items want you to be jealous. They don't understand that all the answers are inside, like you, people are like icebergs, you see the beautiful peak of the iceberg, slowly peaking from the cold, spotted ice cubes of the Arctic Sea. The Range Rover is the summit of the iceberg. Beneath the visible mass, the extent of the iceberg lives. Not seen, under almost black waters, is rarely
seen. People are more complicated than they appear. you see less than 1 percent of a person and you see even less of their true self because people project how they want to be seen, not who they are . The neighbor wants you to know that he's rich, he's really more in debt than the United States of America. He smiles and waves. wash . He paid more attention to that car than
his wife or children. Beneath the surface of the Range Rover, the iceberg beneath, rots. He's dying from the inside, like a tree infested with trianes. Compare yourself to that you yesterday sport competing against yourself; not the other team winning games during practice. The game displays how to practice a team, or fighter. Preparation wins. Don't play. Athletes don't need to
beat their opponents. They have to beat their fears; Alaskan athletes looking to seal the baby to the club; Kill all the fears if you're ready - you don't worry even if you There's no shame; sin only arises if you do something wrong , and you know . Moving against Mews. When you have to practice, you call the patient, forget what someone has, compete with the man you were
yesterday, it gets 1% better every day. You don't know someone else's journey, you just see the tip of their iceberg. Not who they are, you can't compare yourself to them. do you know who you were yesterday . Beat that guy today, Dr. Musashi 7 | never be jealous . Dr. Musashi 8 | Never Allow Yourself by The Separation of The Musashi 8 | Never let yourself grieve about
separation you have nothing but yourself. You do not own your wife-even if you are married. you dont know anyone . except you , if youre lucky . Deep and introspective types are rare. Even if you're one, it's hard to understand yourself. Humans are complicated. If humans acted on logic, they would be less complicated. Emotions make our choices more complicated. Humans are
still emotional, like animals, because a long time ago, emotions kept us safe from a very different world than the world we live in now. Sentimental like flying or combat response, outdated human platforms like an old school Razer flip phone today. Outside systems are not designed for tv and virtual reality. No one can rely on your feelings your wife may leave you because her
emotions instruct her to go. Your son runs away from home because you're an father who won't let your son take the F straight while he hangs out regularly with his stinking friends, your boss fired you even if you work harder than him and have been longer with the company. good. you dont own your wife . You had a contract with a other man to help him build his legacy when he
walked down your face from the stairs to the penthouse you controlled how you understood everything Marcus Aurelius, the ancient Stawick, often spoke: 'We understand we control things. Not the stuff. no matter what . What matters is your response to situations. We are all free and free to decide our attitude towards everything; nothing can be better. Even if you fail, be
homeless, or still live with your mother; you decide your attitude towards your circumstances. Those who reject confidence before the challenge; instead of fear, there are few who change the world. The rest of us live under changes from builders. A few change the world - the rest live in that handful of people will change the world. Inventors, builders, dreamers and fighters. The
others? They live with the choices of a large few. You want to say that? Do more. Be more. He's hiding from the world. youre meaningless to the world . Control your reactions. Your wife left you. He was too old, and he never blew you up anyway, your son ran away. He sees what the world looks like as a failure, there's no future for the sloth. He has to work hard to survive he left
the nest he can return, begging to move back in -when he sees the true nature of the world and it's cruel. Your boss will fire you. You start the company you always wanted. youre happy . You can cry or you can grow the owner of what you can: your understanding. Continue walking down the track while the loser cries alongside, hates, and waits to die. Dr. Musashi 8 | Never Let
Yourself Grieve the Separation of The Precept Musashi 9 | Grudges and Complaints Suitable for Yourself or Others Musashi 9 | Kieh and the complaint are neither suitable for themselves nor for others the plaintiff has ever won. Critics don't, too. or haters . You have two choices against problems: staring, and wallow in self-pity, watching others solve their problems, while you cry;
Hate them for having some kind of privilege, hate your talent or; Happiness is not the meaning of the joy of living a Christmas present with a red wrap and a green bow. Happiness doesn't often come around; Or, alternatively, to base your position on how happy you feel. Happiness waits on the other side of the barriers. Every challenge you face is a dragon sitting in a castle when
you kill the dragon, if you kill the dragon, gold is yours. Most people see the dragon and leave. Be different. Look at your fears as a sequence of M&M that will lead you somewhere fresh. Eat your fears along the way. Happiness is a short joy of form - pleasure: here it's gone for a moment and very soon. Instead of being happy - your content doesn't require ecstasy - you need
content. When everything is right in your community. thats when your content . when theres no payment debt . No one owns you, except, maybe an employer, but you have enough savings to handle anything. Happiness remains. Happiness leaves holes. Bill's joy is breaking ground, but it never put anything to fill the holes. Later, thousands of holes remind you how you felt once,
but don't feel right now. Content is different. The content is sky -always there, but you won't until you look up. Optimism. It is impossible to be satisfied with a sour attitude. Happiness is a garden mole. Joy, like gyser dirt, in the front yard, your conscious mind comes up from the ground. Sometimes back; You Mind. sometimes we get happy and we dont know why . Happiness
comes for a moment. Then, he's gone. A constant reminder of the joy you once had. Now, all that's left is messed up. Happiness often leaves a mess, like getting your girlfriend to eat to enjoy a meal together. Next, check your credit balance-another $200 added to your growing pile of debt. Content never leaves us. No one can take your content away from you. Because content
comes from within. youre satisfied . you dont have a lot of tops and no few . All comes from your top of achievement. Content yourself with your work and your life. chaotic . everythings in there . Jordan Peterson specializes in what a troubled life means. The plaintiffs want the plaintiffs to be happy, they don't get happy because happiness is hallucinogenic. the plaintiffs want to
have happiness . No happiness owner. we all own our own content . But, we have to want to have content to have it. The content man is on his way, like the Musashi, without complaint, ready for all the challenges. all dragons . She passes baby Kerry, who still lives in her hometown, while walking in the path. The content man doesn't need happiness–he works instead. Musashi
understood that negativity was a disease, and the jealous man complained about his peers. The missing man complains about himself. The desperate man complains about the world. never complain . If you complain, you are very anxious. In your head, not as good as I am. The mind is too much, Musashi said. To be your best, turn your mind off. Complaining to others shows
your willingness to like them. Or they're stronger than you and you're afraid not to think about others. dont think about yourself . The only goal for your mind is to help along your way. wherever he can catch you . Many of the places you'll visit don't need a mind to experience. Your mind might make you worse. Dr. Musashi 9 | Grudge and Complaint Is Not Suitable for Yourself or
Others Musashi 10 | Let yourself be guided by the feeling of lust or love in the film Troy, Paris, a prince, a lover of Helen, a beautiful woman introduced to a Spartan king. Paris is young and stupid. Paris let's enter logic sitting outside while loving through the front door with an RPG. Destruction occurs when love drives. His lust sends the two countries to war, leading to the death of
his brother. love makes men do terrible things . Love sends countries to war. Love the big sub-empires beneath the tremendous weight of lust. Love often lusts in disguise with the rationality of the master people rationale what they want. It didn't matter to Paris that Helen was married - soon. It didn't matter how many people in Paris were fighting for his kidnapped lover to die.
Paris cared more about it The flesh of her daughter-in-law, a woman she knew for days, compared people who paid taxes for her castle in the stars. Millions of people die of love. Love goes beyond person to person. People fall in love with their own ideas or other people's ideas. Think about communism - the worst economic experiment ever conducted. Some want the inventor
believing that he will have the next revolution in the phone books–Redpages. The inventor believes the yellow pages are dead because they are yellow. He falls in love with his idea. This technology is not removing phone books; People desire the easiest way to accomplish their needs; It will take time to cook meals. Restaurants include interacting with a server, waiting for their
food, locked across from another human in a booth no bigger than a red UK phonebooth. Every anxiety has a social. You don't even have to leave your house. you dont even have to say hello . Order your food, pull ahead, throw some money out the window. The inventor thinks his idea is genius. He loves his very own idea he refuses to acknowledge no wants any other
phonebook–we have a smartphone. The inventor pours hundreds of thousands of dollars into his failed idea, like a john who spends thousands of people for one time, not sex, thinking he's in love. The deaths from communism love an idea, such as communism, or love for a person, like Paris falls in love with Helen. Communist regimes have killed about 100 million people. Some
college professors are liberal, non-communist academics. stupid. they love the idea . They refused to research the hole sinking their ideas into the sea. Communism doesn't work. Communism never worked. Even China, one of the largest communist countries, is experiencing exponential growth that changes in the style of trade capitalism, as opposed to Mao, who brought his
country to its knees during the famine of more than forty million people. Communism is no better than capitalism. we know that . As long as it does not realize a better model of capitalism, it is the largest economic system in the modern world. Lust Makes men irrational Love makes men &amp; boys irrational. Love causes a man of his work to leave his home to move across the
country for a woman he barely knows. Or steal exotic cars to impress girls in high school. but he loves it . Loyalty is the true hero of love. Love is ambiguous - it can mean anything. Trust is the ultimate sign of love. Men, real romantics, allow their partners to disrespect, act unfaithfully and walk through them. all for love . Love is not a feeling, love is an agreement. I'll take care of
you. Break-up destroys men's hearts and destroys men, some men. Trust issues of the women they date in high school. Love is a trap. You fell in love once, you're irrational. You'll do anything for your lover, even if your actions come at your health expense. The more they love someone, the more impact it has on this person or something on you. For example: If you like your path
more than anything and your path is film, you will put the movie over all. Instead of going out on the weekend, you make your love of movies- watching, creating, and dreaming unfolding. So is love and hatred. People who go to clubs every weekend, or worse, Barfli hate being alone every day of the week, and they like attention. the same concept . falling in love or drowning in
hate are terrible places to be; Choose your loves carefully. Love will take you out of your path, your destiny is your true love. Your way never leaves you talents never going when you spend away locked in towers: your office, grinding out a sentence to end your script for the day, is very important for development–not love. Your way is a muse. You love him because he completes
you, nothing makes him feel better about success. fall in love with you . Every day he cares about your destiny. Bite his ear. Kick your ass to fate, don't fall in love with the variables- something you can't control. You never control someone else, desperate romantics: there's no such thing as a ghost-wife. Take this: Your 'soul mate' gains fifty pounds and stops going down on you–
how fast do you find another soul mate? damn it fast . Loving your mews is hard. But your destiny never leaves you, the beauty of having a goal of control: your goal is to control you. You will never control your life like you will control creative projects born into the world of your mind. from your hand . Give birth, man. Musashi loved the path of true love. Love of duty, your destiny,
your honor. Many men, great men, fall in love with women who want nothing more than to see them destroyed, opening up to a medieval torturer, the spirit exposed to the world. Musashi never fell in love with a woman. That's not entirely true. we dont know . He never talked about it. Musashi is the greatest swordsman to ever live. That means something more hard than Ryan
Gosling liked in the notebook. Musashi didn't love a woman–he loved his way. he was the best swordsman because he loved to fight . true love. Every day he cared about his lover and gave it more than himself; The more you love yourself, the more your path and destiny will reward you. work every day . Be a car, like the Musashy, you practice every day. Musashi Perspet | Don't
let yourself guide yourself with a feeling of lust or love Moses 11 | Don't let yourself be guided by feelings of lust or love Mussishi 11 | dont let yourself be guided by feelings of lust or love . Everything &amp; everyone you touch will disintegrate. Nothing stays stable; nothing remains constant. except for change . Your new car's been crazy for five years. Your smartphone is obsolete
after a year. Preference is the desire to choose. Like an Ephicionado cigarette he only smokes tobacco leaves rolled by Cuban hands growing from exquisite soils at a banned American travel company. Preference is a trap. Preference limits your experience. Musashi wanted to pass this philosophy on to his students. Then go to you, via this site. Don't let yourself become simple
pleasures with a culture of losing your appeal. Macaroni &amp; cheese is good at any age; so is Taco Bell &amp; panda express. We get it, you eat your chicken boiled, you're a disciplinary warrior, don't forget to enjoy your life. More Preference | Less flexibility. People with preferences are weak. They can't adapt to change-only fixed. Preferred people can't travel far. Only they
know, and want, the sweet comfort of Mom's cosy cast iron meals worked at the family-served table of Papa's in a wood mill without electricity. There is a preference in your comfort zone. Your comfort zone is a cozy, small coffin waiting for your burial. You'd rather eat food that you know you'd like to travel to Egypt, without mom's meals. Mom's meals are all you know. The point
of the adventure is unknown; You have a goal but have no understanding of the path to get there but you continue to walk anyway. Musashi was a traveling swordsman. He left his village to find opponents to challenge him. He never sought easy victories–he sought to challenge warriors who could force Musashi to become a better fighter. His intentions were not to win. Musashi
wanted excellence to be higher levels of martial arts prolifics. Most of the Enemies of The Musashi lost before they lost their swords. The Musashi was sly. his deadliest weapon was on his mind , not his sword . He once killed a man and beat him to death with a long, wooden diffsh. His opponent could not reach him. The Musashi mind was a long-range weapon capable of
destroying kings and slaughtering all civilizations if chosen. Attachment race preferences are terrible weaknesses. Nothing is fixed except change. Attachment tries to combat change, similar to fighting a storm by throwing rocks. Soon the stone back to strike, damaging you, is completely avoided by not having attachment in the beginning. Everyone you know will die, whatever you
have. all your relationships will be over . Primance is a fairy tale, or a fairy tale- a lie. Even the ground collapses like a fragile cookie falling from the counter, crushing into pieces against a black linoleum floor. The sun burns like a lamp in an old Victorian house, covering space in deep, depressing darkness that no light can reach. The way the world is changing. The rival preference
is the vault of change. Swimming up the river is difficult. It's easy to let the river carry you through the day slowly downstream, floating on your back, inhaling changing scenery while reminiscent of lessons learned along the way. You can't see change, but you can deal with it. Nothing changes. The swamp is dangerous and smells as if the flower floor containing the bodies of
millions of dreams is dead. A different river. Pure water. can you see down the river . You can feel where the river is taking you, it changes, and it's growing. The river is not poisoned by preference but filtered by change. If it has preferences, you refuse to change. If you don't change, you fall back, join the lost hearts of the other at the bottom of the bill payment swamp and sell
insurance. never back off . never forget the path . be like water . addyth noted . Dr. Musashi 11 | In Everything No Precept Mussi Preference 12 | Be indifferent where you live Musashi Precept 12 | Be indifferent to where Brian Emanuel lives, an 18-year-old from Malazia spent most of his time online. Nearly every hour he could, he said. Brian watched thousands of hours of Vlogs:
people talking about their lives on YouTube, the thrill of a trip to Chipotle resulting in World War 3, 4, and 5. He scoured the reddit. He learned English. For an American kid, Brians is wasting his time. Brian did not speak English. he taught himself . Brian now calls himself Rich Bryan. Brian's a rapper now. And a good one, too. He didn't need to live in America to succeed because
the potential is limitless no matter where you live. Brian didn't need America to succeed in America, but how? great equal . Internet. Stronger than the Trump Wall and the Great Wall of China. The internet without a giant wooden horse will lower the doors to Troy. Brian spent every hour he could online. He worked until the bones of his fingers shone through the thin layer of skin
left on his hands covered by billions of key blows. Brian fell in love with his work. mews that . Now he's gonna take the golden interests of devotion to his queen. Who's Brian Ymanuel? Watch this interview for more of Bryans' story. Hots are a brilliant concept: interviewing remarkable people while eating hot wings together. Each wing is faster than the end. Each wing of defense
will walk guests to the back of another line. You can't have fakes. While mouths full of tiny demons beat your pepper ghost pitchforks into your tongue. If you get stuck - you're blind today there's no excuse for being a loser–internet– a great equals. Rich Bryan can earn more money in an hour than Malazia, exceeding, than an MBA school accountant in a typical American working
week underpaying fifty hours. no matter where you live . It didn't matter before the Internet. The potential is infinite. The intelligent always finds a way to get to his belongings. Your mind determines your values why some people hate where they live? where they live . Some people have wrong thoughts; Living in the same city for years -so what? You can call it a trap or change your
mind to something of value, see your prison as an opportunity to challenge escape. Your hometown is comfortable, like a pair of worn boots, molded leather to cast full of your feet. Your hometown has family, friends, and a support network just in case anything happens you can't handle alone. You can believe, where you are, right now, is where you should be: because it is. You're
out of the time if you want to go somewhere else, and you'll never solve problems here if you mind... There. When your mind is out, you lose control of the present, life in the future or the past destroys your chances of changing the present for the future. Future changes are based on the actions they are taking now. Hating where you live doesn't change your future. Hatred is toxic.
Hate nothing, not even your enemies. Instead your enemies become challenges, Rubix Cube awaits solutions. you need motivation to get started . Later, discipline and love for Mews carries the rest of the way to the adventurer. If you can read - you are corrupted. 781 million people cannot read. 491 million are women. [1] Internet connection and reading skills deserve a God's
privileges. If you can read, you can do anything using the Internet. How will a rice farmer in China who can't read his language start a fitness blog? How will it use internet without electricity? How will a business scale up and generate more profits than a few bowls of rice a day for his family? your life is not hard . Billions of people live in underdeveloped countries, hit the streets and
share meals with thirteen other families in a magnificent 200-square-foot cabinet called Home. Musashi was a traveling swordsman, every villager who traveled to give Musashi a new edge for future opponents. The Musashi did not need to stay in one place to be happy. But he never tarnished his welcome when he learned what he could leave in a Musashi village for the next one.
Many people believe that for evolution they must leave their hometown. Real. But most people had a sliver bugging of the potential where Are out now. Don't come back from the potential here no matter your circumstances you can always step down your path. Your mind is the sharpest sword you have to try to plan for the future. Nothing but you stop practicing, your attitude
determines your development regardless of whether you live in Los Angeles or Los Alamos. Musashi 12 | Be indifferent to where you live The Precept Musashi 13 | Don't follow the taste of good food Musashi Recipe 13 | Don't follow the taste of good food pleasure today feeling terrible tomorrow. It's easy to consume a full bag of Skittles washed with red mountain deer. Ten years
later looking in the mirror is hard and I see a former athlete with male. The abdomen stretches rather than bad habits. It's hard to eat broccoli and chicken. Prepare, cook, and track your macronutrients; But the chicken gives you abs. You want confidence and abs. You don't want skitels. The easiest way to feel better is to eat Skitel. But this is not the best way to feel better. Eating
skates makes people feel better, but pleasure never lasts. Pleasure is a rainbow: enjoyed for an hour, or a little longer, then poof. The pleasure is gone. Pleasure never lasts, satisfaction is different from pleasure. Satisfaction requires forward loading your suffering into a better, more permanent future. Consent never leaves; work now to reap future benefits–forever. The current
CEO was a 16-hour 20-year working day working alone instead of playing with friends; chasing tails and lifting weights with bad form affecting bodybuilding bunnies in committed relationships with older men. Good food develops the taste of having a taste is a weakness. See Article 11 of the Musashi: It's not preferable in everything. nothing belongs to you . You can't prefer soul
preference taxes when inevitable losses take away bad belief, guaranteed lifestyles. you dont guarantee anything . The corporate executive loses all his wealth in the pump and dump scheme gone wrong. another 10 gray hairs . He's snecking and drowning in high blood pressure. Why, why, the world is so cruel to me, he shouts, sitting in warm seats inside a Mercedes cost
almost as much as the U.S. defense budget. The cruel world took what he was, nothing belonged to him. One day the world asked for taxes. The world always gets paid for it, from Morton Steakhouse to macaroni and cheese. People with preference cannot lose. they are so fragile . Most of life involves getting hits and bouncing back. Sticking cowards to the current form of their
lives. What's another non-adventurer doing? they have nothing . Makes your good food We eat more than ever before. Our ancestors roll in their graves. We roll in motor scooters, in many parts of the country, people are still hungry. Hungry children die every death in countries outside the United States. Americans die by thousands of gloriously blocked hearts. Imagine trying to
explain the concept of obesity to someone unfamiliar with the American monster, so you're telling me, you've got a lot of food, you're eating until you die? Why shouldn't you share it and live with it? So can others live? imagine working 14 hours a day for a bowl of rice and mangett, who want rice as bad as you do, while listening to Starbucks' American complaint is out of seasonal
drinks. Thanksgiving after Thanksgiving, families paddle from the dining table like emperor penguins on ice, searching for benches, beds, even a small portion of the carpet on the floor for naps. We find ourselves tired. what. The. , that's the case. Over-over-ing causes letthing. Almost every American eats too much. No wonder our dreams are broken–it's impossible to concentrate
with a belly full of gravy and shame. When you are letaries, work feels impossible–not just physical work; thinking , too . After air dropping a payload of kerb down your goulette, you'll have barely the energy to keep your eyes open for the third overeating session of the office. Another six hours of Sunday, dreaded work; while watching a show about... Working in a paper company.
The Musashi ate for fuel - it didn't enjoy you being what you were eating. You're what your discipline allows The Musashi to know. Professional athletes know this. Many people look at fat ashamedness, calling it outrageous and inappropriate. Your body is a sign of your discipline- or how much you love yourself. If you eat food badly for you, your body looks bad if you do bad
things; Your life will be bad, it's easy, however, it's hard to understand. It's easy to shuttle fudge into your face like a cartoon fat man with his mouth kept open with the jaws of life, at the end of a candy assembly line, devouring everything. Wrapper and everyone. Fat people are not disciplined. Clearly: look at them. He doesn't hate to say it. We're telling the truth that with our eyes
it's said it's easy to get fat–do nothing; Eat everything. It's hard to gain muscle. You need to discipline yourself, and jump late at night runs into taco bells for antifreeze-colored and barely edible sodas -for meat-grade dogs. Hardly an animal, more science. Don't follow the taste of good food. Discipline is reduced by every bite. Food is a naeb; it's no different from cocaine, except it's
socially accepted to eat burgers in the shopping mall. It is not socially acceptable to hit rail lines at its aunt's counter. Food is an addiction. look around . Big number over skinny. Maybe one day. Have a civil war: fit against fat. Lean and muscular bodies symbolize the condition. First discipline. your way is everything . Musashi 13 | Don't follow the taste of good food Musashi
Precept 14 | Do not need on your other assets to be mussi 14 | Do on the assets you no longer need the more you hold your own - the more you own any assets occupying a little sliver of your mind. The hoarder can't see anything but his stuff–there's no space to think. The mind can't breathe, choked with thousands of belongings, hoarders can't track everything they have. they
dont know how much they own them . Instead, collect more. They gather as much as they can. It's not rubbish anymore; Having too much attention will make you too thin. Having too much is useless, like dividing a piece of gum into five pieces to share: it has nothing. Having too much like taking gum and stretching it as far as it can go. There is no depth -only width. It doesn't
make any sense to talk about it, there's no point in feeling. Stretching and hitting gum long enough, some assets would have been better without a laptop with a broken battery every 10 minutes. Why are you keeping it? To save money? Save time, what about the only non-renewable resource? Every time a test is taken, ten minutes, and done. It's time to start over. Money is better
spent saving time. Most of what we think we need, we don't. The junkie thinks she needs a cigarette because they... His cigarettes also need lung cancer, some people spend their hard-won money to die faster than their elderly neighbors. What about childhood items, or childhood habits? The median age for video games is 35. [1] If you're over thirty, or better, over 13, why do you
need to pretend to play? Dance around in the enchanted forest, wearing green tights, killing monsters in a large field with the ultimate sword, hand-stuck down pants-still alone. There is more life than this. it must exist . leave him alone . Think beyond what you've got to think about all the habits you've been carrying from previous chapters of your story. What habits do you carry
from childhood that hurt you? Do you care what everyone else thinks? It depends. Some people need to care what others think more. If all your friends think you're lazy, it means one of two things: you're lazy, or you need new friends. Keeping on the fixtures because they are familiar it's easy to keep required to other assets: that's why people do this; People love easy. The
subconscious does not leave any comfort zone. - There's no reason to go. why? You need a reason to hurt because change hurts. When everything is fine, change the stalls. But, changing means you're going backwards, because doing nothing is Something. A job is not technically acquisition, but you own it, it's a lie: you rent a job. Your work can be taken from you whenever your
employer no longer needs your job. Do companies pay medical insurance if they don't have to? Most of them don't. Unfortunately. A business is safer than a job because you maintain control. You may fail. A business is also harder than a job. But think about it: What has the easy road ever made for you? The easy way creates more regret, and more tears to wet the hospital
pillows than your deathbed than fulfilling your dreams. Don't keep anything more merciless than you need. Cut off the meat fat. Daily. Always upgrade–always change. You can't stop changing, but you can turn it on if you're not changing; youre wrong . You're always changing because the world moves as you sit down: you fall behind while you're not improving. For every hour
you're resting, someone else decided that it would be Nick and Andreas, how many people who understand reality come from success, they won't stop walking their tracks until their feet are gone. He left without a way to travel, Andrance crawled. dont stop . Work until your hardwood table turns into pillows for your fatigue. Breaking your body is done for a cause more than a nine
to five task. The Musashi carried what he needed, what he needed. Two swords, some water, some food, clothes on his back, maybe pencils or some equivalents, and some paper to record his thoughts. The musashi doesn't paint the brush. or boom . Or a stand-up, keeping his canvas, while drawing with a rat pen. Musashi was a battle-samurai samurai train. The Musashi carries
what a warrior needs. Musashi understood that he was slowing down the adventurer's suitcase. Fate is a war swordsman. your way is everything . Let the suitcase slow down your passing to a better life. Netflix, your Xbox, your porn: None of these vices are etched into your tombstone, but your accomplishments will. What's Going On Keeping You Down? Default 14 | Do not hold
on the property you no longer need to mussishi Precept 15 | Don't Act To Follow Musashi Precept's Customary Beliefs 15 | They do not follow common beliefs, common beliefs are average for the individual. not for you . The path to happiness is not to work with retirement options; to buy a home for a wife and child you never wanted; a few kids who grow up to hate being
overweight, bald, a father loser who just doesn't. Discard common beliefs. They belong in trash with other garbage, burn people's beliefs and plant personal truths in fertile soil from the ashes. trust what youre doing , trust yourself . No belief will make you happy like yourself; you have a special, geometrically organized, small snowflake. There are no exceptions. The Law of
Adventurers. Adventurers suffer under the thumbs of human resources departments in faux-progressive companies. Most people are scientific experiments: small clones of each other, playing the same candy crash game, watching the same new episode of Black Mirror, thinking they are clever because they have a Reddit account with more karma than Gandhi feeding orphans
popcorn. One day, a clone becomes cancer. Then all clones buy light frigates once their deaths are clear. Propaganda &amp; You Millions of people believe more than two genders exist. The last time we checked, the current number is 64 genders that are more on the way, as if storks are not delivering babies but new species, instead. Gender has existed for 3.5 billion years. preplant . Before multicellular organisms. first of all . Yet propagandists and brainwashed youth believe that gender is a social construct: another term would believe used to iqnab ordinary people to protest with pink cat hats. The same people who wouldn't dare let their children see the kissing scene in a PG-13 movie. Getting a job will make you happy the great white lie of the
American dream. The goal of a work is a tool for an American dreamer to build enough vision on the backs of those idiots to take directions other than themselves. The CEO understands most people are cowards. He can pay them just enough to think they're close to achieving happiness, but never enough to touch it, while paying for their second holiday home. This time, in some
South American cities with syllables too much to pronounce. The traditional path to happiness is not ordained because happiness is unique. Companies have the standards of employees needed to comply. You're supposed to pretend, sitting there in your tie on sale from Ross, stuck in too tight, pretending that you're not masturbating to anime, but instead, craving spreadsheets
and writing emails like the whims of another dog's snoring dog lips. Join the Wal-Mart team! What team? There is no sport. I can't date anyone: it's against politics, it can't be friends with them. Human resources demand the principles of the adult world. Wal-Mart offers a working salk somewhere to die, which doesn't save enough for retirement and, for now, wait for a final heart
attack while mopping up a bathroom covered in like Jackson Pollock's masterpiece. Do the same to each other –be like any other; And no happy is the purpose of your life to fit in like an empty-faced mannequin, dressed in anything that someone dresses them as? A heart without passion, barely alive; the depressed mind of ash'ath for belonging, there is some known purpose but
never looking-after-most people die without trying to live the life they wanted. There's a brutal saying that rips the soul into ribbons: hell is when you meet someone you can It's been. Nothing is worse than meeting someone you could have been in a dark alley, having to make direct eye contact and push by, touching, feeling, what you could have been. The Musashi followed his
way that The Musashi did not live like a samurai; Shogun, ceo of the Samurai tribe, can banish, or die, leave samurai without a master. According to the traditional Bushido, the samurai way is embarrassing. Samurai are supposed to pursue their shogun to death and serve beyond the realm of the living, which is usually carried out by ritual suicide. sepoko . As a substitute for
death, samurai could have become hermit after taking the title of Renin. This usually meant that a runin was deported from his village, voluntarily, to spend the remaining days of his life in some mountain village surrounded by books, pink flowers; no swords. It was Musashi Reanin, but he didn't care much about his condition. Musashi did not follow customary beliefs. he followed
his way . Runin, a term from Bushido, didn't make sense to Musashi, who followed his code instead of the Samurai code and looked at what became of him. Musashi is a legend; Don't follow common beliefs if you want a life worthy of punching your only ticket on earth, don't follow common beliefs. Do whatever you want – not what makes your boss hard. It seems easy not to
follow your truth. Your family, strangers, your girlfriend, even your dog all want something for you. Most of these people believe they know what's best for you, too. Poor people with control of those who at least suspect it feel better about their lack of control: people who call on their birthday to say I love you. They will tell you how to live because it's the only power they have to
exercise and our exercise of power feels good. your power comes in your way . Like The Musashi, and the great men before him. And great men are not yet born. Dr. Musashi 15 | Don't Act Following The Traditional Beliefs of Musashi Precept 16 | Don't collect weapons or practice beyond what's useful is the Precept 16 Musashi. | Whether collecting weapons or operating beyond
what is useful this principle may seem unsealed. Most people don't need guns even though the media turns school shooters into A-list celebrities, but the world is the safest thing it's ever been. Think of weapons, in the field of musashi as tools. Musashi's weapons were his tools. Squandering potential in the comfort zone if you want to write a novel: writing a damn novel. Taking
creative writing classes for twenty hours a week from a failed novelist on the merits of the character's arc doesn't turn you into a writer: it will make you a fraud like your teacher. You will learn how to become a writing workshop instructor. A failed novelist. Novels are the only way to become a novelist. Nothing will help you succeed except do what you want to do. It also goes for all
other investments. How do you avoid what you want to do? Don't go to business school–start a business. Don't read books on how social-social. Don't wait for the right opportunity. Taking classes seems like a brilliant idea because there is no danger. When someone tells you, I'm sorry. People hide from their dreams because they don't want to experience rejection along their way
to true belonging. You don't need much to get what you want Kelly Slater, Surf God, doesn't even need surfboards. hes torn off using the dining table . Tools don't make players. experience. A master transcends the tools, he's the best regardless of the quality of his tools. The tools are turned along his hand. The master becomes part of his instrument collection, merged with
brush, forgets to exist, lives through the art he paints. A basketballer doesn't need shoes to practice. He needs a ball, of course, the shoe helps, but they don't need a goal. He doesn't even need a ring. How much do you need? Shorten your life the more luggage you have, the slower you move. You don't need a 3ft sword if you understand how to use a 5ft. This is the basis of a
comfort zone. If it's easy, you won't progress. Easy adventurer is not easy baking pie for adventurer so he can dragon while you kill apple cobbler. Who do you want to be? The patron, shouting from the stands, or player, feeds on the crowd's admiration? The Musashi progresses in levels – leaving the lower levels behind the trained Musashi with weapons until he dominates it.
Weapons like Christmas cards are then discarded since 2007. Then, the Musashi finds a weapon he doesn't know how to use, or a longer sword. Fighting love never leaves a real adventurer. Fighting brings meaning to the birth. Love your fight, the common man avoids fighting – he avoids his greatness. The warrior embraces the challenge. Find your battle and win. Musashi
Prespeth 16. | Is collecting weapons or operating beyond what is useful is The Precept 17 | Don't Fear Death Musashi Verdict 17 | Don't be afraid to die samurai are not afraid to die. Musashi, a former samurai; If The Musashi, like all the men who stood up to him, feared death; Death was the answer to any problem – a ritual passage to another territory. Samurai often followed
their master in death by ritual suicide or be hermited and isolated far from their village . Becoming hermit was spiritual death. Former samurai would stop fighting and wait for death somewhere in the Mountains of Japan. If you were afraid of death, he would be afraid to live. If you're afraid of death you won't survive you can't carry a love of life while keeping the fear of dying on top
of your head like a dark cloud waiting to strike brightness at the point of your spine, Wayne winds up for anxiety. People who fear death are connected to pleasure because the joy and fear of death both live for today, to sacrifice tomorrow. Consent occurs when you sacrifice pleasure in a moment for a better exponential future. Fear of getting lost in pleasure. They see work as a
waste of time or; Fear of Death | Or treasure life you can't treasure life that holds the fear of death, abandon any attachment to life and you'll be free. Don't forget: one day, you too, will die. Understanding your mortality is not a curse-understanding your death is freedom. Knowing your time is limited, slipping through your hands–going grey, aging; All of this reminds you of dreams
of fulfillment before death. Live with purpose. Is it better to die, forty years old, check with anything you've ever wanted; or live until you're 95, never leave a five-mile radius of your hometown, with nothing in your name except the tombstones your children visited for a moment on the way to Disneyland? Men need a war to fight men's potential for great power. Deep in the male
barista, the stomach is full of vegetarian cookies of a warrior waiting for the right contact-trigger to clear the fuse and explode. No meaning life is meaningless. All men are free to choose their meaning, but the choice is frightening; most of the world does nothing . Sticking yourself to the goal cares about your life. Some have children who have meaning, a meaningless life unfolds
externally through pleasure. Alcohol, cigarettes; or worse, plumbing–and porn; Anything to forget - anything to waste time. You will not defeat death. The Vikings believed that fear was their enemy. no death . The Vikings believed in smiling while opponents tore trailers from their stomachs. the vikings realized that the fight would never end ; There are conflicts and minor periods of
peace followed by war; a permanent cycle of building and crumbling until the final warrior falls and valkri last took the dead warrior to Valhalla as a soldier in the Odin army. Fear is the enemy - not death is a good honorable death. Cowardly death is embarrassing. Fear and anxiety of enemies Death. A man throws himself at a speeding car to save the child in return for his own
life–the man is a hero. There is no shame in his action; There is shame in doing nothing. Doing nothing is embarrassing. Every potential has greatness, and one day everyone will notice it. Some people meet their greatness when their young, and live artistic lives of ordinary men dream. The majority meet their greatness ahead of their deaths, on their deathbeds of aging or illness,
realizing everything they could have been moments before their last breath of hell on Earth. Musashi Not Afraid to Die | He lived a Musashi killed more than sixty men in a one-on-one fight. At the age of thirteen, he killed a man. How does a child kill a man? The child has no fear of death. It may be ignorance, but ignorance can be bliss. Ignorance can save you–The Musashi was
not taught–yet–anything it couldn't do. Musashi was ready to die–that's why he lived. If you fear death, there is always reason to panic. Without fear of death, panic cannot exist. when you want to die for everything , you are free to do anything . This power is not inherently good. But it can be used forever. Firefighters and terrorists both have no fear of death. One takes lives-theother–saves them. Power is not bad- it is tyranny. Preparing for your death is not bad, too, how you live determines how you are assessed when the class is out. One day, class is out for all of us. Musashi 17 | Don't Be Afraid to Die, Musashi Sentence 18 | Are looking to have goods or Fiefs at your age Of Musashi Sentence 18 | Whether looking to have goods or fiefs at your age
you will be free when you retire–but your body will not. People lie. When you retire, you can do whatever you want to do, wait until your 65th, then discover the caves of Mexico and the of Amsterdam. When you're 45, you'll need a Ron-Addius alternative to Mexico. When you are 52, you become infertile – goodbye suspicious Thai girls. When you were 59, you died of a heart
attack. It's no longer life; it's been too long to wait for the retirement of the Game's Meth scheme against a working man made by corporate lawyers who want to spend twenty-five years of his life in the same chamber. You'll be working for us until you're 65; we'll take the best years of your life; we'll take your energy; we'll take all your passion; we'll spend your time growing up your
daughter in exchange for team-building activities and sexual harassment seminars. When you are free to travel to the world you no longer want to. All your energy is gone; your battery remains less than 10%, and your charger broke ten years ago. Agreement: Dream now, forget later. A slave released after decades of torture forgot who had forgotten her dreams and ambitions.
Tomorrow may never. not guaranteed tomorrow . Why do you live like this? I just retired. The word retirement is a trick. retirement means do what you want when you want . You can retire now. If you don't; if you don't; if you don't; if you don't; if you don't, you don't look hard enough even with the increased life expectancy with modern medicine, you'd better be enjoying greek shores
when you're twenty-five, not sixty-five-too-old to keep for longer than it takes to finish tinkling. People want art and ideas in your head. right now. Stop being selfish and give them what you have, gathered to give up? What is the purpose of having anything in your eighties? You don't have the energy to use your imaginative toys, and the government got your driver's license on your
75th birthday. Now, your light frigate sits in the garage like he's trying to have sex with a soft dick that doesn't work, assets are not buried with his owner, distributing their belongings to your greedy children while you're still alive, parked in a wheelchair watching reruns of the same Netflux show that you used to hide away from the world twenty years earlier. Experience &amp;
Memory will forever never leave your experiences and memories. You carry the experience beyond the grave to the next world, if you believe in something like that. Near the end of your life, plots your family that gets your collection of vinyl bealess. They argue right in front of you, a ghost, before you die. The Musashi left the world as he entered it. A week before his death,
Musashi created his own list of rules for life. We don't know if he has lost his property, or if he has ever delivered any-but-with-his wisdom-why should he keep anything? Musashi gave his life in his own way. he doesnt care about wes things . Musashi cared about tools and progress in his path. Musashi left the world with nothing. No luggage to carry to your next destination. he left
the world naked and ready , exactly how he got into it . now live . tomorrow is not guaranteed , and what you have is not yours . When the ticket punches, you can't control life for today - not for retirement. Musashi 18 | Are looking to have goods or fiefs at your age Of Musashi Sentence 19 | Respect the 19th Moussa 19 | Respect the 1970s and gods without counting on their help
the gods help those who help themselves. The gods help those who help themselves. They ignore the deaf, sick, poor and stupid gods of brave cheer - they never go for fools, moan about their lives, disregard the gift of life to the unworthy like a spoiled child at Christmas who doesn't get all the presents on their list. He It's convenient. He wants more gifts if you want a better life–
it's better. The gods create momentum. you start . they carry . Once you start, whatever you want to do and work past an hour, you enter the stream; Your work becomes easy. Momentum, like compound interest, is powerful. When an avalanche gains momentum people die; No one can stop the avalanche, like nothing can stop you when you roll in, run your task like a selfdestructive initiating computer program trail. Even death can't stop you from moving, it wasn't a religious musashi that respected the gods, but it was never dependent on them. The gods don't want your suitcase. Musashi relied on himself. While humble, Musashi kept himself to the level of a God and learned from every teacher along his way. Most breaths, like a parasite that is
deeper into the tedious ventricles, are attached to their hearts and circulate life to any organ. You're not worth thinking you're not big artists don't think - they live through their work. The state of the flow of divine help is the flow of being a state of state. You are challenged - but competent. Flow is a place of learning. real target territory . The stream is looking out in the hour after an
hour of work on Saturday afternoon to see an hour worked, it was actually seven, and now you sit at your desk while the moon lights up your keyboard at 3 a.m.–the most normal time folks leave drinking. The flow of divine help. Flow mode opens when the artist is solved into his art - giving up the ego - forgetting the problems of the world. Jordan Peterson calls the flow: the place
between chaos and order in his book: 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos. Prolific inventors, artists and entrepreneurs rely on streaming mode to produce their best work. Below are the book's recommendations on streaming. Streaming books: Create gods. Some human beings are gods. They create gods. In the beginning, the Bible said God created. Most people stop
creating after putting their last crayon in their lunch box after graduating sixth grade. People can be God the great people living into the world, the birth of an idea, of a great mind-no different from the gods of the people, written by people. From nothing to everything – from an idea to an iPhone. you can be god . There is a kingdom of heaven in the world between chaos and order;
not too easy, not too hard, a perfect combination of challenge and familiarity, keeping you engaged for hours until the sun is under the eye of the curtain to start your morning. you never slept . The gods helped The Musashi because he didn't want it, the gods in his nature are cat-like. Try to touch them and let the gods go of you when you pay attention, beg, need, search for divine
intervention you will not hear any answers. The tone of the dial is dead. no In the mailbox kissed by Aphrodite, with her perfume spray. While you're working, the gods stand behind your chair desk, massage your shoulders, relieve tension from your back–your head feels lighter against your shoulders: the divine flow mode is calm. The gods will keep your mind focused while in
your kingdom. Stream. Musashi took responsibility, and the gods paid him a decent allowance. The more Musashi worked; the bigger Bill Daddy took out his weather, the leather wallet to pay the warrior only. The formula is simple: walk farther down the track and earn bigger rewards for your journey. Your destiny is a list of tasks created by your parents: mark all boxes for rewards
beyond imagination. Musashi 19 | Respect the Gods without counting on their desitic help Precept 20 | You may drop your body but you should be proud of keeping your Musashi 20 | You may drop your body but you must keep your honor proud beyond your legacy body to live forever if you build it high enough. Kiss the sky with your tower; What you're doing today can affect the
world for thousands of years. You may spend your entire life trying, but you never see the result in your lifetime. its okay . The purpose of the work means -not the results. The joy of creation, satisfaction after performing previous masterpieces is impossible. Any challenge is impossible until you prove yourself wrong. Artist Vincent van Gogh cut off his earring. why? No know-except
Vincent. his body meant nothing to him . His art; Vincent's paintings depict him with bandaged ears. He incorporated his damaged meat-car into his work. Vincent's madness, only he didn't understand; Never forget your honor is a metric honor for how much you can trust yourself. An honorable man can rely on himself. Others can rely on an honorable man. A disgraced man
cannot be attached to it. he cant depend on himself . His family can't rely on him, too; like a drunk Irish father in a Biography of Frank McCourt, disgraced men betray themselves for pleasure–drinking at the bar instead of using factory wages to buy food. Disgraced men understand what to do, but, instead, do the opposite, or what their dicks command. Honor determines how much
you can depend on yourself acting properly, for yourself. If you lied to yourself: you can't trust yourself. If you can't do that, nothing but an empty shell of a man, yet a boy, who has never left a nest; looking for more nipples to feed on. Honor means doing the right thing even if what you have to do is not enjoyable. The lost honor can never come back, disgraced, a wound carved
deep in. With your hands, using a rusty butterknife the color of the shovel left in the rain of the 30s. Lost glory never improves, and, rarely forgiven, even with the help of treatment. The honor is never forgotten–missed opportunity because of the fear of stretching your shirt on your eyes. You'll never forget your daughter by sleeping in college who weighs more than Wilford
Brimsley, a diabetic man, after a Sunday spent clearing the country's kitchen buffet. You can't forget the time to betray yourself; Your body won't let you buy anyone–except honorable. It's a price, except for the honorable man. This man cannot be bought and will not fail before any challenges. It may fail soon, you'll see him again; honorable men don't know how to quit, you'll never
give yourself an honor picking up your challenges of care; finish them . Hate yourself or love yourself, Alex Faikhan loves his honorable man, but he doesn't have a ego. Musashi loved himself and took responsibility for his life. He did not hand over responsibility to an employer; Musashi was not competing because no man took responsibility for their lives as much as Musashi.
Honor is in line with your values as the world fights to dismantle them. What do you care about? What do you like? What do you hate? Dishonorable abandons its values like switching from a phone flip to a smartphone: it's hard to get back into. Living to the highest standards you set; never easily retreat from yesterday's standards. Step forward into darkness, fumbling with your
matches, trying to make sense of a new world, never exploring. The life of a casual boat riding on a river is not endless. From the foot path and wander into the forest. forward adventure . leave no experience outside the coffin . or that yuri . Carry your honor to the grave and die without remorse, Dr. Musashi 20 | You may drop your body but you should be proud to keep your
Precept 21 Musashi | Never Stray From The Way of The Precept Musashi 21 | never let go of the way you are . Your mission throughout your life must spend your life finding the beginning of your path. Then, walk the rest of your life as far as your feet will carry you. Devote your life to finding your own path, what you want to dominate, the activities you want to do until you die.
When you find your path the next chapter of your life begins: mastering the way–never straying out of the way. Books on The Musashi: The Greatest Swordsman Who Has Ever Lived the Musashi Knew from an Early Age that his path was a struggle. He killed his first man, at the age of 13, in a duel. He devoted his life to a path that ensured his place among legends. The Musashi
left his way on occasion. but not without purpose . Musashi left his path to teaching, or taught in an alternative discipline, he knew, would be He later like calligraphy. All the detours of The Musashi benefit his path. When he left, he was going to find knowledge, or some tools he knew he could not find on his path to fighting dominance. How Wim Hof allowed Musashi to assess war
from perspectives other than swordsman by breathing cross training in other disciplines. Like through the eyes of an artist - or a philosopher. The Musashi never went out of the way. He returned to his path–his home. Humans evolve at the same level of distraction. Civilization brings more distraction. and more games . Distractions are like locusts: they're thingening and they can
easily get a driver off the road, and take them to hell. Distraction is a virus. Viruses spread and multiply. Video games created virtual reality. Netfelly C is a cable TV product. Both keep millions attached to the alternative reality matrix, stealing time like a billionaire CEO vampire who found he could survive an hour longer for every hour of entertainment consumed. After embracing
The Matrix, embracing reality TV and dragon queen, the real world loses its glow like diamonds without shine. Entertainment is a trap waiting for your discipline to turn around. Video games and TV are incredibly natural engineering stimulants to keep you watching, playing, episode after episodes; trying after trying. You can't stop now; Four more hours and the show ended. A fun
vacuum show inhales millions of hours of productive time, spitting out nothing. Video games are used to finish. Now, they plunder boxes and real-world deals for clothes to put makeup on pixels you never owned. Video games are a match to any that can be played for ten thousand hours, or spend ten thousand dollars, to unlock eager golden guns, or golden armor, and become
jealous of all orcs in Asaroth. When you leave the game you're still miserable but, at least your Elf girlfriend will tell you that she loves you, using the same cadence, every time you log in. The road to satisfaction is - happiness is always short-lived through pleasure. Satisfaction is forever. Success creates satisfaction: realizing yourself through success, one of Andrei's main
philosophies. Happiness is a piece of candy; Consent is trying on an invention for ten years without a reward. In the 11th year - success. The satisfaction of making it takes longer but lasts forever. Joy, candy slices, is here for a moment and an acne scar is left behind. It is easy to find a job. It's hard to be Steve Jobs, convince your neighbor while checking his email, inventing a
product that can hold thousands of songs When most people still organize their music in a CD tower. Steve Jobs made. A job is accepted, like accepting a piece of candy. Social distraction from the drinking path, gossiping, chasing girls. The news &amp; politics; the worst violators . Oh Musashi, the great warrior above, sharpens his swords on a whetstone preparing to kill another
cocky challenger, inspiring us to turn our backs on distraction while we travel down our paths to glory. From the distraction of the competition you're kicking out of your path like a horse's back. It's easy to spend your twenties drinking and partying–which is why most people do this. easy . Drinking catches up to you –thirty years old, fat, single, failing, bald–no status or purpose. The
distraction of their path is like sirens that try to lure Odyssey and Argonauts into coastal rocks while they sail the world looking for adventure, taking men out of their path, and to certain deaths; sirens in Homer's story are a metaphor for distraction. Receiving Odyssey for free here are a fatal threat to your success. Wherever you go - distraction waits - you kill John Wick's dog, he
wants your life, even your tools are fighting to distract you, your phone is the worst criminal in your pocket, or, in your hand; If you're using your phone to learn, you're better than the average man who uses his phone to play Vegas slots-because he thinks he earns free perks, but really, he's casino money because of advertising. How to stay on track to find your goal. Tend to it
every day if you don't know your goal-look until you find it. You understand because that's all you think about every night, fall asleep having wet dreams about your purpose and not your wife. Ambiguous goals are rarely done. You can't hit a target while it's covered in a thick layer of fog–fog of ambiguity. Create rewards for yourself. You can't be disciplined all the time, but you can
be the most of all time. Life is to enjoy you. Earn your pleasure through your work, and you don't poison your hard-fought discipline. Create grace for every challenge in your path. After doing a milestone, reward yourself you actually want like permission to play a video game; five days rest; Holidays; or a new car – if you have earned it. The path to mastery will give you more
satisfaction than anything else you will experience. Musashi 21 | Never stray from the way you learn more about Musashi: Musashi:
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